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There’s Something Living in My Ear
From the Editor

at projects we have coming up. Thanks to a couple of
generous volunteers, we’ve been scanning the back
catalogue of issues, all sixty-one of them. It’s a slow
business so if you’d like to put in some volunteer hours
and reckon you could operate a small desk-top scanner,
drop me a line.
We have an action-packed year planned for our
twenty-first year. We will be creating some projector
art and participating in a story-making project set in
Fitzroy St called Street Sweep Fitzroy St. We will also
be offering two cartoon workshops run by St Kilda
legend Fred Negro later in the year.
Time to start planning our exciting twenty-first
birthday party!
Why don’t you drop in to our weekly writing
workshop sometime? No need to ring or book, just
turn up, 1.30 pm – 3.30 pm every Tuesday in the
St Kilda Library. See you there.

Hello and welcome to the autumn issue of Roomers:
There’s Something Living in My Ear. Dreamt up at
one of the weekly writing workshops, the theme has
inspired some terrific writing. It made me think about
ears and earwigs and the possibility of insects crawling
through my ear canal into my brain while I’m sleeping.
After consulting Dr Google I can happily tell you that it’s
impossible for insects to enter your brain through your
ears because there are no openings through the ear
that lead directly to the brain. Reassuring.
I may have mentioned it before but Roomers turns
twenty-one this year and that’s a big deal. Roomers
started way back in 1996 when a group of people living
in rooming houses around St Kilda approached the City
of Port Phillip, St Kilda Community Housing, Sacred
Heart Mission and Elwood Neighbourhood House and
asked about the possibility of a free creative writing
program and magazine to publish their work in.
The project got off the ground and twenty one
years later we are still here. Have you had a look at our
web site yet? roomers.org.au is the address and on
it you can have a read of past issues and have a look

Philippa Armstrong
Editor
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100 Yuan, or:
My Neruda Phase

Anonymous

The Chairman cleaned his teeth with green tea.
It explains a lot.
Red Emperor, black teeth.
Red Emperor, black teeth,
& a billion peasants who’d never seen
a telephone, green or otherwise.
A billion peasants who’d never seen a city.
A billion peasants in the mountains,
in the deserts,
in the snow,
on the rivers,
in the fish-markets.
A billion peasants behind the plough.
A billion peasants,
a thousand years of poetry
they couldn’t read.
A thousand years of calligraphy
they couldn’t write.
A thousand years in the year dot,
& now the year zero.
Look the landlord in the eye.
Look the priest in the mouth
& tell him to shut the fuck up.
Look deep into the village well,
tell the dragon to show itself.
Bogart talked to Bacall’s tits.
The Chairman cleaned his teeth with green tea
& talked to a billion peasants.
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I hear voices all around me, everywhere I go. Round and
round in my ear they spin, out of control like a broken record,
boring and repetitive.

And then a homeless man follows, wandering aimlessly up
and down outside my window, pounding his leaden feet and
slapping his arms against his chest to keep warm.

Fathers, mothers, wives, husbands, children, dogs, cats, fire
trucks, police cars, motorbikes, aeroplanes, human voices and
sirens wailing and screaming like an unrehearsed orchestra.

Silence (short lived)
Then light pierces through the last remaining shards of
darkness. Night is rapidly disappearing. Cocooned in my
doona, cover over my eyes, heavy, my body weakened by
lack of sleep. The sounds of nature and man are familiar and
regular and they live inside my ears.

I listen for a while. The noises are deafening and curiosity
wins in the end. My senses are alert. For a time I listen but
then I turn away and retreat in a world of my own making.
Silence.

Voices in my head
Voices in my head
My heart skips several beats
My body is coated in sweat
My soul is dark and my spirit is broken

In the early morning with the sky still dark, the sounds
of a young magpie, hungry, crying out for its mother to
provide food, pierce my eardrums and my peaceful slumber
is disturbed.

I lay awake tossing and somersaulting in the air. Tears begin
to trickle down my face.
Then anger overtakes the emotion of crying.

Silence (short lived)
I blink, hoping to fall asleep again
Silence (short lived)

Suddenly, I spring to life and sit up howling uncontrollably
as a child would, searching in the darkness for strong and
comforting arms to encircle me. How dare these people, total
strangers, invade my space and attempt to take over my life?

No time passes when a bird calling to another bird perched
high in the trees begins a resounding chorus of mindless
chattering which builds to a deafening pitch. My doona cover
pulled high over my ears offers no respite.

They claw like faceless wild animals seeking attention, ready
to devour my entire being.
I have a choice, fight or flight or acceptance. It is clear to my
befuddled brain in the dead of the night that I cannot change
the behaviour of others.

Silence (short lived)
Then a stranger’s voice, loud and incoherent, returning home
late from a night out on the town, swearing. And he stumbles
and falls.

The decision made, I slowly begin to relax and drift off to
sleep exhausted, muttering “There is always tomorrow to
start again, winning is not giving up.”

Silence (Short lived)

There’s Something
Living in My Ear
Anna Brants
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Paul Harper

12 Thousand Years Later

There was something living in my ear.
A worm,
a wolverine,
a scapegoat.
Three men & a baby in a very bad movie.
Sinbad killing a whale with a lick of his tongue.
A serpent singing seraphic in a field of sunlight.
Light in August in living black & white
with three swans or swamis, take your pick.
An axe, a shovel,
a quanta of rabbits, ecstatic vermin.
Voles, ships biscuits.
Hard to port,
tack to starboard in a starburst of raincoats
& rats raining rings of emerald,
raving groovy with the Red Garland Quintet.
A Red arpeggio,
a blast of Trane unconditioned.
Zot.
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BUZZ

Dean Briggs

It’s mostly me. Or at least I hope it is. With that Something in my ear.
That something which has scratched and reverberated and quirelled on the
very small bones and fluids just inside my skull since the first wondering.
Or do l just need to be medicated?
Stop the buzz.
The universe expands at fifteen feet per second, leaving me hundreds and
thousands of miles from point of origin and creation. A refugee.
Now a revolved and far distant grey. But not balding. Near toothless, cane
carrying, fifty nearly seven year old. Me!
And is that buzz still asking the time ol’ in memorial question? Accented in so
many partially dentured languages [where there is affordable health care].
What is this place?
I must have got off at the wrong dimensional stop.
This is carbon-based life, just as long as you just keep breathing in and out.
What the Fuck
That song. You only hear on the radio a few times in your life,
‘Is that all that there is?’
Keeps playing over and over in my near senile head.
Like something in my ear.
Bits of something, thankfully. Come from a few [seventy percent water] beings
that have put up with my being, longer than most. Knowing full well, the
quarrelsome, gregarious, evasive and difficult with every breath l take.
Creature that l have nurtured. Me.
My friends are my centres of sanity. Good conversation, quiet sharing and
laughter keep the dark matter at bay.
Illuminating, the somethings in our ears.
Filter out all that is extraneous and it’s just me and a summation of me at the time
of hearing. That something in my ear. Broadband is slow. Viva being Australian.
Maybe I haven’t updated myself in a while. Time lapse, hindsight, whatever.
‘I’m sorry this service is not connected at the moment’.
Breathe in deep. And count. Now exhale.
Release the buzz.
Hears (pun intended) words of something from near-stranger’s ears who felt
compelled to speak into mine. Blah, blah, bla, bl, b.........
I hate ‘good speak’ with built in affirmations and Trump like hand gestures.
How many times does one have to orbit the sun still having to listen to secondhand recycled bullshit by people who have forgotten how to shave.
Then there’s advertising. Boy that bangs on my ear harder than some weird
endangered species of Moth on a low wattage filament light bulb.
In a near deserted back road country town unsupported by a Biker gang.
It’s in the way you walk.
It’s in the way you talk.
Locally sourced, ‘exclusions and charges may apply’.
And on top of that people just can’t put a fucking phone down.
Cos that’s wot God invented opposable thumbs for. The Universe has provided
something to stick in your fucking face as well!!!
That something in your ear?
The big bang started this whole fucking trend that led to new age propaganda.
But back to me and my interstellar orbital existence.
The special something in my ear is my constant pain. And it talks and it talks.
Sometimes it screams galaxies.
‘l am your only true constant unyielding companion’.
A truth uncontested and undisputed.
Yet still rings like a right-wing teabag tweet. ‘Ya fucking munted statistically
ageing cunt that comes at a cost to society’.
If symptoms persist. See your Doctor. Undertaker. Or just clean your ears out.
How’s that for an ending? Luke!
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Book Review

Wendy Butler

Is that a fish in your ear?: Translation and the
meaning of everything by David Bellos
Published by Particular Press, UK, 2011

I was intrigued by the title of this book especially
as the theme of this magazine is something is
living in my ear. And I wasn’t disappointed. This
book discusses the art of translation in all its
facets but it is chapter twenty-four – which gives
the book its title – that I am most interested in.
The chapter entails a discussion of
simultaneous translation and the reference to
a fish in your ear comes from The Hitchhiker’s
Guide to the Galaxy (Douglas Adams) where a
fish is inserted into the ear enabling people to
communicate in any language. Simultaneous
interpretation is a type of real-time interpreting
that happens without the involvement of the
original speaker.
Simultaneous interpreters sit in a soundproof booth and interpret in real-time; listeners
hear the simultaneous translation via headphones.
Bellos asserts that the UN Security Council
meeting’s simultaneous translations seem to be
as simple as inserting a Babel fish, but it is in fact
a very complex process.
Simultaneous translation came into its own
during the Nuremberg Trials that were held 1945
to 1949. Previously, translation was mainly twoway, interpreters repeating in the court’s language
what the defendant had said and then repeating
what the court said back to the dependent.
At Nuremberg the court consisted of the
Allies; English, French and Russians with German
speaking defendants. Court members received
head phones and microphones wired to an
exchange to four separate translation teams
in separate compartments. Participants could
switch dials to select a language. The English
team equalled German, Russian and French
interpreters side by side with headphones,
repeating in English. There were similar setups in other booths with thirty-six interpreters
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doing eighty-five minute shifts on two out of
every three days. This type of translation is
exhausting as it requires the interpreter to listen,
translate and speak at the same time. Few
people can do this and there is a high failure rate
amongst trainees.
The main user of simultaneous translation is
the UN with six languages used; English, French,
Russian, Spanish, Chinese and Arabic. To cope
with this, a relay system has been devised.
The current system is at risk as
simultaneous translators have become an
endangered species due to the decline in natural
born English speakers learning other languages.
It is predicted that in fifteen years there will be
no English speaking candidates!
America however is is experimenting
with the technology of speech recognition. The
technology of F.A.H.S.T – Fully Automated HighQuality Speech Translation may be the Babel fish
of the future.
This book is a good read for anyone
interested in translation.

Spectacles, Rose Coloured, 1x Pair
by Anonymous
The Great War began when a guy called Archie Duke
shot an Ostrich.
Not surprisingly, this pissed many Ostriches right royally off.
They called a meeting,
& upon mature reflection,
decided it just wasn’t good enough,
Someone would have to pay.
Someone wasn’t happy about this.
He retaliated.
He got all his friends together
& they built a lovely system of snug dugouts that stretched
from Elwood, on the coast,
to Timbuktu, a semi-mythical hacienda
in the mountains to the west.
They relentlessly assailed the Ostrich army
with the scything skirl of bagpipe.
The Ostriches got their own back
with a raucous spanking of lederhosen
each morning between two & six.
After four years of unprecedented hullabaloo
Someone was exhausted,
& the Ostriches were down to their last,
grubby, pair of lederhosen.
A meeting was called so Someone
& Ostrich could definitively sort things out.
Upon mature reflection, they together purchased
a nice little turnip in the country.
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Nobody Knows
There is something alive
Inside my ear
It gets louder
With each passing year
It’s not an echo
It’s loud and it’s strong
It’s constantly saying
That I have done wrong
I just ignore it
So it goes away
But it keeps returning
Day after day
It is at its loudest
When I am at my best
It tells me I have failed
When I’ve passed the test
It criticises me
When it should commend
It takes on the role
Of my former best friend
It can be brutal
It can be mean
It cannot admit
That we are a team
I am its focus
I am its muse
I am the subject
It likes to abuse
It is my cross
To carry, to bear
It criticises me
Without a worry or care
It is consistent
It is quite cruel
It is relentless

It does not need fuel
When it is critical
Of me and my work
I just stay calm
I don’t go berserk
It tells me I’m hopeless
Without refrain
It’s in my ear
It’s somewhere in my brain
Is it my sub-conscience?
My instinct or worse
It insults and puts down
My writings, my verse
With each new poem
That I produce
Its only response
Is childish abuse
It can’t stand my talent
My gift with the prose
Why is it so jealous?
I guess nobody knows
Written by
Nick Calloway

A Thought That Stuck in My Ear
Vince O’Neill

Oh my God. Won’t you ever go away? Please just leave me alone. I’ve lost so
much sleep since you slipped into my life. I’ve done everything possible for you
to be gone. I’ve picked at my ear, shaken my head, and banged it against my
bedroom door. I’ve even held my head under water for a while, but nothing has
worked and now I’m suffering from great despair.
My failure to remove you has left me in tears and even brought me to my
knees. I’ve become a gibbering, slobbering mess of weirdness. I’ve even ended
up talking to YOU, a thought, a bloody thought.
You’re something that’s not human but just as dangerous. I go to my doctor
and tell him my story. He says he understands my problem but can’t help me
with my grief. “Poor boy, poor boy,” is all he can say, but he did give me heavy
sleepers and that helped. Great. I can think more clearly now, now the fog has
lifted and the penny has dropped.
It’s become crystal clear. What I’m planning may sound a little crazy but my
mind is made up. I feel this great invisible weight lift from my torched mind.
I sell my house; I give away all my furniture and all my money too. I keep
one set of clothes, and my favourite shoes. Now after a week, my planning is
finally finished, and set in stone. Ok, it’s time to begin; first thing I do is get
dressed and put my shoes on. I walk quickly to my destination and thankfully
there’s no one around. I look at my watch, it’s 2am. Now it’s time. Time to put
my plan into action.
I climb unsteadily onto the bridge and look over the edge, down into the
watery depths below. I focus my thoughts and steady my stance. Right. Looking
around, I take one last deep breath and jump into the river with an almighty
splash. Jeez. The water is cold, freezing, but I don’t really care anymore. I’ve
chosen my course and there’s no turning back.
As I sink deeper and deeper I think to myself my plan is working. Soon it will
all be over and the thing will be destroyed.
But I can sense something different cos I’m feeling all lightheaded. Then out
of the blue. Pop. A miracle. I feel my thought move. It slowly slips out of my ear
and gently floats away, along with the tide. Wow. Now so greatly relieved I float
and just drift along the river. To where, God only knows. Now all I know is I’m at
peace without a single thought in my ear.
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If I Only Knew

John King

I walked past you as you were sitting on the footpath.
I was sad for you and your dog in a cold Melbourne winter,
but I had places to go and things to do. I gave no thought to
how your life had led to this. Alcohol or drugs I presumed.
I pitied you and judged you all at once and then I put you
out of my mind. But somewhere a family was aching and
your presence was longed for. Then one day I saw a poem
in the “Roomers” magazine. It moved me to tears. If I only
knew the story of you and that it was so much like the story
of me but with a few unlucky breaks. I read more of your
work and realised that you were a gifted writer. I too love
to write but the way that you put into words the emotion
and compassion you feel for this harsh and sometimes
cruel world we find ourselves in is so much more than
anything I can come up with. In a world where loneliness
is an epidemic you are looking for connection just like me.
I resolve to work up the courage to say hello to you the
next time I see you. We could be friends. If I only knew.
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Something
Living in My Ear
Greg Freeman
It’s funny what people read in the headlines. I often
find myself minding my own business, reading
The Age newspaper; perhaps posturing as a
fake intellectual would, albeit standing on a train
approaching Flinders Street.
Through the train window I stare up at the
Herald Sun building and smile as I stop to examine
the illuminated sign HERALD SUN. I see it every
day. No I am not angry that I’ve never eaten at
that ground floor restaurant known as the Press
Gallery, and no, I’ve never been invited to. I love
the terracotta pots and even think them quite
avant-garde on some suburban level.
I see lots of the same
things every day, so much so,
that as I stand on the corner of
Collins and Russell and glance
up at the ever hardening fact
of cameras on every street
corner and every train, and
the same promise of body
cameras on police – which
I know will never happen –
I pause to reflect. In Australia,
we need cameras to protect
us from other Australians
who will, and are, intent on
harming us as we mindfully
go about our business. My
own neighbours broke into my
apartment within 48 hours of
moving to Collingwood.
“He talks to himself,”
is something that I hear other people say about
me every day. I hear it from the gay community
and the Chinese community and even the British
tourists backpacking around St. Kilda. However,
dear readers, as I write this I honestly have to say
“Thanks for making me famous.”
I view it as an abstract version of fame but
fame nevertheless. When other people know who
you are, and have an opinion about something you
do, even though you don’t know them, (although
these people seem to think they know who you
are), is that not the definition of fame?

I’m sure it doesn’t matter that I’m not actually
mentally ill, nor in fact talk to myself in a mentally
ill manner, yet neither do I care. Let nothing get in
the way of a great story especially when I end up
being famous in it.
I remember the first time I heard “he talks
to himself.” It mostly started with other gay men;
I was seventeen at the time and going to nightclubs
and working, living in my own student apartment
in the city. I laughed it off. However over time,
this one statement gained a lot of traction and
has been used to prevent me from gaining
employment, meeting people, finding the one who
could help me have a family
and used also by the Victoria
Police on numerous occasions
to arrest me.
This weird lie has, in
effect, became an unwelcome
guest, almost to the point
of something living in my
ear. A continuous verse that
continues on repeat spoken
in trance by the masses to
elevate some perverse sense
of fear about the sort of man
I am, or perhaps what it is I
am actually capable of doing,
which is very little, unless
you’re interested in cooking.
I think as I move on in life
and Molly fades to a memory
and the songs on the radio
change and billionaires die and governments
topple, I will still be a very weird version of famous.
Laugh all you like. The only people I have to
thank for making this happen is you dear readers.
You’re the ones who said I talk to myself; you’re
the ones who called me a slut, you dear readers
caused all of this, and so so much more. Yet here
I am, exactly the same, just a little more interesting.
Life is as long as you need it to be, and as
short as possible.
Fame is eternal.
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Tongue
1978. A birthday party. One of those once in a blue
moon family dos where a local hall gets hired,
there’s catering, a DJ. The adults end up drunk and
misty. Someone overdoes it, creates a spectacle.
There’s a fight. No blood spilled, but harsh words,
someone upset, tears and the gin gets blamed.
And so on.
That kind of night.
I spent most of it watching Tommy and trying
to pretend otherwise. I’d always thought of me
and him as the same age, nearly, but since the last
time he’d become old enough to drink and smoke
and that was ages away for me. He danced a lot
towards the end. Swaying, tie loose, long legs.
The combination was unbearable.
Then the goodbyes. My eyes stinging from
the late hour and the cigarette smoke. Nancy came
over for a hug. Dad’s sister, so Aunty I suppose, but
just Nancy she preferred. Dad always said she had
a soft spot for me.
She pulled me into her damp chest, powdery
and boozy and that sweetly alcoholic scent she’d
sprayed fresh on her neck. It was nice, her smell,
the layers. The soothing scent of late nights, and
I wanted to be tucked up in bed with it.
She told me she was looking for a houseboy,
and I’d be perfect. She chortled. Her breath had a
hint of spearmint. The houseboy stuff was her usual
joke. I knew she wasn’t serious, but all the same
I used to think it’d be fun.
She released me, touched my face with the
backs of her fingers, hoisted her handbag up. She
leaned down, palms on my shoulders, eye to eye,
and she was on about the houseboy again, and
I was tall for my age, and asking a question I couldn’t
catch with the chairs scraping and people laughing
round the hall. ‘You’d be perfect,’ she said again.
I caught that.

She stopped talking for a while. There were tiny
cracks of blood in one of her eyes. Then her eyelids
closed slowly and her mouth opened a bit, and she
swayed and her weight was on me. ‘Oops,’ she
said, eyes opening, dabbing at her mouth with
her fingers.
Then quiet, and she kissed one side of my
face, then the tip of my nose, then that dent just
above the lips. Quick pecks, they tickled. Over her
shoulder was Mum and Dad talking to Uncle Ray.
Ray was telling a joke, a long joke, the comedian
of the family. I searched for Tommy, his son.
‘I wonder where your mind goes,’ said Nancy,
guiding the bottom of my chin so I was facing her.
‘Don’t go changing, dreamer,’ she said. Another hug.
Pressed into her, her face at the side of mine, cheek
to cheek. Then my right ear filled with close moving
heat. Then just as quickly, cooler and damp. I put my
finger inside my ear and it came away glistening at
the tip.
In bed that night I thought of Nancy’s tongue.
I was able to turn it into Tommy’s. Hot and wet is
what his tongue would feel like too, I thought. A
tongue’s a tongue. It’s Tommy’s if I put my mind to
it, in then out, so vital, and oh my god the power,
and that’s all I needed to get the job done.
Nancy’s tongue never really left my ear. I can
recall its sensations now, after all these years, hot
and wet, in then out, alive in my ear. It’s Nancy’s,
but I can easily make it into Tommy’s or anyone
else’s if I want to.
Written by Barry Lee Thompson
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Untitled

Jack Chadwick
The moon smells of gaps in clouds and a cigarette on the veranda under a jacaranda.
Sadness smells of cordite.
Curiosity has the smell of rusty wheels melting.
Sunburn smells of salt and upholstery.
A loud neighbour has the smell of stale pizza boxes and urine in long necks.
A scratchy jumper smells of the electric static.
Running into an old friend has the smell of spray paint, pot and whiskey.
Silver has the smell of pinball games at the roller rink.
Mystery smells of intrigue and anticipation.
Sand smells of glass and rashes.
A foot path in summer has the smell of holidays by the beach.
The middle of the earth use to smell of fire and brimstone, but now it smells of gravity and magnets.
Purple has the smell of my oldest sister: Purpleine and she smells of the Queensland surf coast.
A contented dog napping smells of calmly chasing rain soaked rabbits.
An unexpected windfall has the smell of excitement and a flushed face.
A cloudless day smells of a cool shaded tree in Saint Kilda watching commuters look at stuff I don’t see.
Gold has the smell of travel and Klimt.
October the fourth smells of bananas and tea with a hint of ink.
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Her name was Patricia and she was born with a
megaphone ear. Every sound was magnified by 50%.
Her unsuspecting parents who’d prepared her crib with
jingling mobiles and chimes couldn’t fathom why their
baby cried non-stop.
“Not enough stimulation,” said the nurse at the
health centre. “Give her more colour and noise.”
Finally they make the connection and the chimes
are removed.
“Some babies are just like that,” the nurse said
helpfully. “She’ll grow out of it.”
But she doesn’t. “Mum! There’s something in my ear.
The noise never stops.”
School was a nightmare. The other kids crept up on
her and shouted and then made fun of her when she
collapsed in a heap. They nicknamed her Wacky Patty, of
course never when the teachers were around.
“But no-one is shouting dear.” they’d say nonplussed.
By secondary school the noise had subsided to a
bearable level. True to her name, she had grown into a tall,
slim girl with the patrician features. She was a pleasant
and intelligent girl who was also seemingly aloof, never
joining in with noisy games or parties.
As a young adult, Patricia trained as a secondary
school teacher and took pride in her job as an educator
but when the noise became too intense for her she
retreated to her quiet home in the leafy suburbs.
Initially men were attracted to her but quickly lost
interest when it emerged that Patricia didn’t like to
participate in noisy activities. “But what do you do for
fun?” they’d ask.

At forty, and unhappily single, Patricia puts her name on
a dating site but receives no interest from the opposite
sex when on the form she puts a cross against “enjoys
parties, dancing, music and festival.”
And with her forties comes a regression to her
childhood problems and her sensitivity to sound increases
even more. “Often happens at menopause.” says the
Doctor helpfully.
Everything is too loud. She can hear a pin drop,
literally. Her clothes rustle, the birds chirping is agony.
The sound of traffic is deafening. She begins to take
detours down laneways to avoid the roads. School is
a nightmare and at lunchtime she locks herself in a
darkened room and collapses in exhaustion.
Patricia is tortured by the noises made by her
housemates. Please can they turn down the TV and radio?
Please can they stop talking at night, stop laughing, and
tread softly when they walk down the hall.
It is eight o’clock on a Saturday night when the music
starts up. And it goes on and on, reverberating in her ear
like a creature living there, pummelling, and gnawing at
her poor tortured eardrums.
She must stop it. She puts on her dressing gown and
slippers and walks up her neighbour’s driveway where the
music is coming from. She knocks softly at the door and
then collapses at the feet of her astonished neighbour.
She revives, woken by the feel of water being splashed
on her face. She opens her eyes to an attractive man,
around her age.
“What happened love?” he said. “Had me worried
for a minute.”
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The Girl Who
Heard Too Much
Wendy Butler

“It’s the noise, the noise” she said “it’s killing me.”
“Oh. You mean the music.” He said. “So you’re the
one who’s been doing all the complaining to council. It’s
not that loud you know.”
He offers her a drink. “Restorative you know” and
they sit in the kitchen, the stereo turned to low, sipping
to the strains of music he can now barely hear.
She tells him of her life-long problem with noise.
Privately he thinks it sounds like bullshit, but he’s not
about to say anything. He finds himself strangely
attracted to this vulnerable woman.
Their courtship is largely silent. She experiences
enjoyment and the thrill of living dangerously by leaving
their front doors unlocked. So they can take each other by
surprise. Some nights she will sleep alone and wake up
with him beside her. Others she will walk down the street
in a diaphanous night-gown and surprise him and they
will make love to music only she can hear. Through the
late spring nights she takes him by the hand and leads
him through the long lanes redolent with creepers and
blossoms and the scent of honeysuckle.
Some nights they watched TV, her listening and him
lip-reading and the enchanted nights spent together made
the noisy days bearable.
But then the unthinkable happens. The council
decide that the lanes are no longer needed and will be
sold off. Patricia organises her housemates and her man
to protest, but to no avail. Soon there are few lanes to
wander down.
Then the last straw. The walkway through the primary
school is to be closed.

“But the land was sold to the school on the
provision that the right of way remain.” protests Patricia
to the council.
“That was fifty years ago. Times have changed,” they
reply. “We keep finding needles in the shelter shed, and
then there’s the paedophiles.“
Patricia organises a protest in the lane and demands
that her man participate.
“Sorry darling, but no,” he says to her. “They’re right,
it is too dangerous. As a teacher I would have thought
you’d agree.”
Patricia was furious. “If the children are properly
trained they’ll know what to do if they find a needle or
someone tries to accost them!”
“Oh come on Patricia. They are just babies for
Christ’s sake.“
“You said you’d do anything for me.” Patricia looked
at him.
“And I have darling, but not this.”
“You’re just like all the other men. I thought you
understood me.”
“Jesus woman. This is about the kids, not you!
Don’t you ever think of anyone except yourself? If the
noise is such a friggin’ problem stick some friggin’ ear
plugs in your ears.”
Patricia stalked off, her patrician nose in the air.
As she collapsed, foetal position on the floor, the music
from next door ramped up.
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Ameise Brükemann

security thug Octopus 4 You are what you
think you are Ballot box bailey Greed lies and
fantasy live near Lasseter’s reef Calendar
and crab-apples Thick boney soup stock Bay
view to fly through as I iron silk shirts for
tomorrows weather People in glasshouses
shouldn’t get stoned See that glass over
there tell me all about it Optimism isnt that
tricky You have no clients It is said to be the
space in which that battle took place A lie
told once is a lie but a lie told a thousand
times becomes truth Rhetoric is the power
of persuasion Dismal set foggy grey infinity
error division zero none nothing nil Never
underestimate the power of perseverance
and passion Accidentally anti acid Love
your shadow Violence in the skies Great is
not going too well Brave enough to create
Random acts of communication Without TV
thoughts veer Modesty is the best policy
Dirty floor lollipop The new squatter The
ghost of colonial past Enthusiasm is killing
me Release your inner dolphin Citrus limits
Ode to solitude Mahjong anyone Kamikaze
daughter Little breaks big impact Comic
comet Crepuscular crept up on us Pacific
sisters Thongs flip flops jandals slippers
Twilight tonight thought taught treat tight
taunt toast taint tweet trout twit teat test tilt
toot tint tout tent tit tat tot tut tet Fractured
freaky fairytales Panzamans jackboot loose
tooth Astonished mind Slowly blood sighs
for bloodied employee of the month club A
wet week of Sundays Restful melancholic
cello portrayed mental elasticity for mindful
brain Nature is not loving or hateful or in
between it is what it is whilst portraying the
scenes The past has no future or hope of
compassion If you aint no friend of Jesus
you aint no friend of mine Tales from the
transportation nation.

If you tell a lie often and loudly enough it
becomes true Delay deny defend Nasty
neighbourhood narcissist False information
moves faster than the truth All of us deserve
the chance to live out our dreams Xaphorios
character Prunes dates figs and liquorice
are party food for those who diet We are
each other’s diary Swack Yes we are quite
close to the coast right now Sometimes
you can find love under the arch of an eyelid
Idiopathic So there is no real reason Bup
baum wrong answer Oh god I’m going to
split an infinitive Peace and quiet lies on
the end of a fishing line Euphoria is not a
state of mind it is a way of life New money
and new blood taken into the new world
Multi phonics Well we couldn’t get out
fast enough Boys and boundaries Mums
and bubs Summer set somersault Frankly
it is a bit of a chore on the old jaw Magic
is preferring books to your family Letting it
go Animation Pocket docs Absence of fear
creates happiness This leaf has no advocate
There is something in my ear Noise is
unwanted sound She was then too small
and frightened to do anything All the light
we cannot see Being mortal All the bright
spaces Cemented in early age and nurtured
throughout life you are building what you
want to do A pheasant is not re gifting A
small percentage of people with little in their
life are so desperate and take on religion as
an offer of hope Hands touch Cemetery lake
The ring master of delta society trains dogs
Fallen tree wonder Poison ivy suit ray gun
Jostle thrust push lunge Hotel guest bell hop
luggage receptionist Bark paper green tree
wood plant Apron stove pan knife cuisine
toaster Prison warden bars crime key
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Untitled

Marygrace Levakis

Deanne loves to meditate
Benjamin loves to paint
Ian loves to watch TV
Betty loves to pray
Gary loves to drive
Millie loves dogs
Pat loves cats
Harry loves to sing “He’s got
the whole world in his hands“
over and over and over again.
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Something in My Ear
Tanya Page

When you have a pickle with someone, you wonder what
it’s all about. Last month I had just finished work with
me mate Harry and we had a bit of a pickle. The day was
overcast and he’d left his lights on when he parked outside
Eleanor’s and the battery went.
“Tom. The battery went. Shit! Could you come down to
Eleanor’s quick. I need a jump start...” he texted.
“No prob.lol.on the way.” I texted.
Well that was no prob for a mate and on the record his
Mum was sick so I sort of felt bad for him. I knew he had
the hots for Eleanor. Little did I know though, while Harry
was screwing Eleanor, Bob, her husband was out the back
of the joint with the baby fixing a post.
“You dumb fuck!”Bob yelled.
I pulled up quick and heard yellin and screamin from the
front porch which burnt my ears. Eleanor pulled the blinds
and ran out the door. She was holding the baby as Bob and
Harry were pulling punches on the front porch.
“Eleanor!” I hollered. “Get that baby out of here!”
Eleanor’s baby’s face was red as a hot chilli. His eyes
burst with tears and he grabbed at his mother’s dress.
I placed my jumpstart cables on Harry’s engine and gave it
a good kick-start. Giving me the shits, I jumped in my truck,
and took off, leaving Bob and Harry to sort it out. The cicadas
hummed in the evening twilight as I backed the truck into
the Altona warehouse on the outskirts of Melbourne.
I scratched my head in bewilderment while Harry pulled
up beside me in bay 6.
“Tom.” he yelled out of the truck window.
“What Harry?” I said.
“Sorry about the mix up, mate.” replied Harry.
“You shouldn’t have done that.”I said.
I followed the yellow line in Walker’s Doors ltd.
warehouse down to compliance. I wanted to kick the shit
out of one of those boxes. I met Tina at payroll with my
dockets and admired her long face and tight ass.

Friday Night Darts
It was Friday night and Bob, Harry, Tina and I met up at
a local hotel in Altona with some of our other workmates. They seemed like wolves in heat after the hunt of
a poor wretched dog. Their hands, like claws held tight to
brown bottles of ale as they panted in unison from end of
week fatigue.
“Team Thunder, up next!” the games host called. I saw
Bob crouching at a table and checking his phone. Some of
the girls were laughing as they swooned to the music.
“Let it rock, let it roll!” the DJ sang out.
“He’s a bitch. He’s a lover!” Tina sang out. Alanis
Morissette had nothing on Tina. She looked at Bob and
glanced down at his Samsung.
“She’s alive, she’s surviving, a baby in the ......”
Tina said.
Bob jumped and took Tina to the floor. The house
roared and Team Thunder hit bullseye on the dartboard.
“Ladies, ladies. Keep your cool. No need to drool!
Keep your ears to the floor and eyes to the door! We’ll keep
dancing till the night is over.”
Tina and Bob were swinging to the music as Tina swept
past Harry and whispered in his ear.
“I know what you’re up to lover boy and don’t think I
won’t blow!“ Tina said.
Harry ran out of the club and hopped on the next train
out of town.
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“No problem boss. Back in a jiffy. I miss you already.”
Harry replied.
“Shut up Harry. You cost me 20 doors. I lost 20 door
contracts.” the boss cried.
“No prob boss. No prob.” Harry yelled. The boss was
old and deaf.
“Is there something wrong with you?” said the boss.
“No! No! Boss! There is something in my ear.”
Harry said.
“What is in your ear Harry?” the boss said.
“A pickle!” Harry said.
Harry put down the phone and laughed.
“Well that’s sorted” he thought.
I met Harry a few days later at one of the depots.
“Thanks mate.” he said.
“No problem.” I replied.
So that was the end of our pickle. I don’t see Harry
much anymore and last I heard he and Eleanor don’t talk
anymore. She was too good for him anyway, I think.

Where the mosquitoes can hurt
The train passed through the sugarcane fields where the
mozzies hurt. Amidst the wet and humid mist they bit
through Harry’s soft skin as he felt the warm breeze upon
his face. The harvest machines cut the sugarcane, carving
the landscape into a green belt tapestry. The surrounding
rainforest hills enclosed the wet plains where migrant
labourers worked hard in the hot sun. Their heads bobbed
in the sea of grass like black spots dancing along the sun’s
surface. Harry jumped off the train in a small local town and
walked to the nearest pub and swallowed a strong scotch.
His boots tapped the shiny wooden floor as he listened to
country music.
“Hi Tom, All ok... up here.” he texted me.
Harry began to sweat as he felt his alcohol infused
veins pulsing.
“Harry. Get your ass back down here ASAP.” I texted.
“No worries mate. I’ll be home in a jiffy.” Harry texted.
“No excuse. The boss is pissed off and Tina and I are
worried....” I texted.
Harry fell asleep in a motel room as he thought of the
weekend and dreamed of Eleanor and rock and roll, darts
and doors. He saw a vision of a great white Mac truck racing
along the great Hume highway with the boys. He dreamt of
Eleanor beside him in a convoy. The phone pulsed.
“Get your ass down here quick smart or your fired!”
yelled the boss.
Harry awoke from his dreams, and the road!
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The ears, like the sounds of music and surrounding
noises I hear every day, are like a music box that plays
repeatedly till I press the stop button.
Silence of dawn, the water’s noise floating and
flowing like the fountain’s sound came from the block of
units I lived and shared with others, the communal living
spaces tightly packed, separated only by the brick walls
between us.
The walls have ears, ears that hear each little sound
we make every time we turn the tap or flush the toilet.
It is so quiet at dawn. And then the silence broken in just
a few minutes; busy worker bees turning on the lights,
bright minutes into the dancing floors, the heavy footed
parade down or up the staircases and out the front door
and onto the street like penguins parading to the sea.
The pitch of lady’s high-heel shoes, sport-shoes and
gum-boots, noises like music, low-key flat notes; the
heavy feet, leather-shoes, thongs, flat-shoes, human’s
breathing when paddling up and down the concrete
staircases and corridors like heavy beaten drums and
piano notes, the cracking noise of open doors, keyhole
insertions and banging closing doors like the music treble
clef notes.
The noises of the residential areas were supposed
to be like classical music, soothing my ears, but instead
left me restive and fidgety, floating in my mind. My ears
live with these sounds every day, grown familiar, and
now if I missed these musical sounds, my mind would
be disoriented. Is this silence the dreaded deadened
sleeping hollows of the frozen season?
It’s the funniest thing, as soon as I see it, the
whistling in my ears stops and the feeling of terror drains
away, and I realize this whole time I haven’t been falling
at all. I’ve been floating.
There were several questionnaires floating in
the air. I keep my ears open and whisper, thinking
that consolation and inspiration will arrive, just as
every problem has a solution, so every problem is an
opportunity in disguise. I just have to be patient and
creative enough to find it.

Something Living
In My Ears
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Simon Trinh

Maybe my expectations are too high, my height is short and I can’t reach the bars. I need to re-assess
and re-adjust to my new life, new hope and new directions as companion of two and a half decades
leaves, the ties broken, the slit splits still fresh in my bleeding heart. The sobbing water is in use in the
garden, the heavy downpour of tears able to fill a five gallon drum water tank. That tank filled up few
years ago, the ghost house was left empty.
I have lots of little fellows friends (LFF) already occupying inside my ears. My LFF are creatures,
especially birds (my favourites birds are hummingbirds, blue wrens and flamingos) green (all types;
plants, shrubs, trees includes tropical fruits trees), nature (deserts, oceans, seas, sandy beaches, sand
dunes, rivers and creeks, winds and waves), noises (traffic, construction, uncivilised and unpleasant
such as humans, wars and politics) whimsical music (birds and human’s singing voices). Whimsical
music has played the major roll for my life and ears. Without music, life is not worth living and when the
music dies, my ears are empty, my heart stops beating and my brain collapses.
My life has been hard from beginning to ending, it goes beyond the cruelty line, starting from the
date I opened my eyes and joined the world, full of struggles and battles. No diamonds or sapphires
or sympathy. No labours of love, I have been rejected by my nearest in all levels, I fed the vultures for
decades-long, returning with grace, morals and dignity.
My wishes fade. I’ve been stripped bare. I look up, my eyes staring at blue sky, self-murmuring and
ask my friends; the yellow crested cockatoos, blue wrens, wild ducks, doves, Indian mynas, blackbirds
and magpies. Have my nearest become vultures and the laughing stock or have I? If I’m not a laughing
stock, then am I a fool?
The gang of yellow crested cockatoos nesting in the trees, they just had their morning feast. They
were so drunk, so chirpy; their powerful beaks knock on the tree branches. They laugh at me and use
their grey feet tapping on the tree’s branches, waving, rocking their bodies to show off their beauty,
yellow crests, so happy so showy. They said I’m a silly, the mocking tones joined by magpie’s angry
aggressive tones, whoas whacks whoas whacks! Whoa....flaps, flapped, flapped, fly up high through sky.
I smile. I’d forgotten what happiness is. I laugh. Fortunately, I gain tremendous health benefits
post laughing exercises. I feel lighter and healthier day by day; the downside, my senior age’s beer belly,
too much air inside, ready to explode. Fun, enjoyable movements to lift my spirits and ease the pain of
the past.
The sounds of the wind, green leaves, babes’ crying voices, mid-afternoon kids walking home from
school, car horns, parents jumping out of the cars to collect the kids, the sounds of the surrounding
neighbourhood were enough for registration in my ears. After a few days of summer rains, the grasses,
plants and trees had refreshed.
I like to use my ears; they are soft and sensitive to touch. Ears come in many shapes and sizes.
I was excited and surprised when I bumped into a stranger in the middle of a busy and noisy small
laneway in the CBD. Rudely I couldn’t take my eyes off his ears which were floppy, like pigs’ ears.
He asked “do you like my ears?” I replied frankly “No. It is just my curiosity, sorry for being so rude
and stopping to stare at your decorative set of ears.” He gave a gentle pat on my shoulder and said
“No worries.” We parted. I didn’t tell him, I’m writing an article about ears.
I was born into the noisiest, busiest and dirtiest city during the war, but grew up in two civilised
countries. Despite this, my attitude towards the social environment is unchanged. I’m a strong social
defender. My life is hard, I don’t have much wealth. I carry the heavy weight of responsibilities. My
teenage years were filled with expectations that were impossible to meet. Not loved, not valued.
I needed a blind eye and a deaf ear, so now when mum or siblings applaud, I’ll only hear half of it,
and when they salute, I’ll only see part of it.
Sometime, the isolation enfolds me like a cold mist as I sit alone outside the shut gate. I consider
music is life! It is a physical emotion, I can feel it, the electricity sucked out of my spirits....I listen with
ears of tolerance. Classical sounds soothing my ears!! Music and sounds are part of my living ears.

Writing Workshops
Every Tuesday 1.30 – 3.30
At the St Kilda Library
150 Carlisle Street, St Kilda
Been meaning to drop into the writing workshops?
You don’t need to book or ring; just turn up. The workshops are free
and open to everyone. They are a great way to unearth and polish your
creative writing skills with a friendly bunch of people, amazing tutors
and afternoon tea. See you there!
For more information call Philippa on 9531 1954.

#62
How about becoming a friend of Roomers?
For as little as $50 per year you can help Roomers keep going.
We are always in search of funds to continue publishing Roomers as
a quarterly magazine and running weekly creative writing workshops.
Friends of Roomers receive:
3 copies of Roomers posted annually
Invitations to any spoken word/performances and launches
A warm and fuzzy feeling in your belly
Individual (low income): $50 per year
Individual (cashed up): $60 per year
Not for profit organisations: $70 per year
Others: $90 per year
We want your stories and poems and songs and
articles and musings and photos and artwork
And we want them now.
When you send your work in please include your name and address so
we can contact you. We never print people’s addresses and you can be
anonymous if you like a little mystery in your life.
Contact Philippa Armstrong on 9531 1954 or
write to PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or
send us an email: outreach@esnlc.com.au
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